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solidThinking released Inspire 2014 in August to a user base that had been awaiting its arrival 

since the earlier in the year. The new release went through a long beta process to work out all 

kinks in the new capabilities offered by 2014. I worked with the software, and can report that I 

enjoyed it; I am quite happy with the user interface and performance. As I report in this review of 

the software, there remain a few wrinkles to be ironed out, but I feel that the 2014 

enhancements make this software a solid investment. 

New Features for 2014 

Inspire's base optimizer was enhanced this year to include the following powerful features: 

 Geometry simplification tools 

 Smoothing options 

 Linear static analysis 

 Concentrated mass parts 

Let me explain to you how each of them works. 

Geometry Simplification Tools 
Inspire 2014's new toolset includes de-featuring tools for removing imprints, rounds, and holes. 

It also has the ability to plug holes, and make patches (see figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Geometry simplification tools 

These tools worked so well that I was surprised by their effectiveness. Here are the functions 

that they perform: 

Imprint removes small features and indentations that do not fit into other categories. 

Rounds handle all concave and convex surfaces. I was able to pull out variable radii internal cut-

outs without any issues. 

Holes are added to existing solids. Holes can be selected manually by stepping through each 

hole in the part, or by specifying a minimum and maximum range of diameters. When using the 

step-through option, Inspire switches the other surfaces in the model to a translucent shade, 

and then highlights the selected hole surface while zooming in to focus on it -- a nice touch! 

Plug creates new solids and makes short work out of existing holes and voids. Inspire highlights 

all interior surfaces that can be used as the basis for plugs, and then creates the solids on the 

fly for each successful selection. 
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Patch adds to existing solids by creating a surface with the intention of adding to an existing 

solid. One very interesting twist is this: selecting a surface twice removes it. I didn't use it in 

production tests, but it's nice to know that I could. 

While I did encounter a couple complex features that needed coaxing, almost all solids that I 

defeatured behaved without fault. This is definitely a valuable part of the software. 

Shape Explorer Streamlined 
Two new buttons are added to Shape Explorer, Analyze and Fit. The enhancements allow us to 

select a particular optimized shape and then move immediately to validating the shape or fitting 

a smoothed surface for export as a solid CAD model. 

Mass Calculations of Optimized Shapes 
The mass calculations of optimized shapes now appear in the browser, so that we can rapidly 

review the benefits of various optimizations, based on the one that is currently active. 

Combining the streamlined Shape Explorer and Mass Properties display saves time by allowing 

us to simultaneously review the shape geometries and their resulting mass properties (see 

figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: Combined and streamlined Shape Explorer and Mass Properties display 

Linear Static Stress and Modal Analyses 
The new linear static stress analysis is a wonderful addition to the software. Here, Inspire 

targets a shape that meets certain criteria; the result may need to be tuned a bit, however, so 

http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/gfx/solidthinking_inspire_2014_fig.2.jpg
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that it fulfils all the design needs. With these basic analysis tools integrated in the program 

permits us to perform these kinds of functions: 

 Rapidly review how proposed shapes behave under existing static loads and boundary 

conditions 

 Adjust optimized model shapes, and then repeat the analysis with a minimum of 

keystrokes 

Each Model Definition State can be analyzed (and post processed) independent of one another. 

This is awesome, and makes additional organizational tasks within the Inspire model 

unnecessary. 

Loads and conditions are processed according to the current load case in the model. Note that 

we cannot input anything once the analysis is started. 

Outcomes are catalogued by the following categories: 

 Displacement (static stress and modal analyses) 

 Factors of safety 

 Percent of yield 

 Tension and compression 

 Maximum shear stress 

 Von Mises stress 

 Major principal stress 

The results are displayed with configurable contour plots, simple animation, and numerical 

min/max figures. In figure 3, one of the shapes was deleted; Inspire created a new file and 

reestablished all conditions that were missing in the model. 

 

Figure 3: The analysis results interface 

http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/gfx/solidthinking_inspire_2014_fig.3.jpg
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I found the process straight forward and the results clearly presented. The results are presented 

in an intuitive, easy to use manner, which is consistent with the new trend in simplified post-

processors found in the market today. 

While reviewing the analysis run history, I discovered something interesting: I could pick a 

previous run and the exact analysis model, including shapes and loads present during that 

analysis were recreated when those conditions no longer existed in the current Inspire model. 

From this, I gather that the reason for the large file sizes are that the complete analysis model is 

stored for each run, until being deleted from the history. When the conditions are no longer 

present in the Inspire file, a new file is created to represent the shapes, loads, and conditions 

present at the time of the analysis. This includes mass concentrations and connectors, as well. 

Concentrated Mass Parts 
The concentrated mass parts feature allows us to apply a mass to a single point in space. This 

point is attached directly to the solid bodies in the model, or applied remotely, tied to the solids 

by connectors. Once gravity is applied, resulting loads are then transferred to the remainder of 

the model (see figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: The concentrated mass and connectors 

Concentrated masses are catalogued with the parts, and can be moved and edited by dragging 

or entering specific coordinates in the edit dialog. 

Connectors 
Connectors are objects that behave similarly to beam elements in that they permit loads and 

concentrated masses to be applied remotely and tied into the model. They connect to edges 

and surfaces. Inspire applies as many as it needs to distribute the loading evenly across the 

selected target. What criteria it observes is, however, unknown. We can select and remove 

connectors by group where needed. 

http://www.caddigest.com/exclusive/solidthinking/gfx/solidthinking_inspire_2014_fig.4.jpg
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Adding more connectors is handled easily by double-clicking the connector group. Inspire 

automatically pulls a new connector from the source, and then attaches to whichever target we 

pick. 

Other Great Features 

I wanted to point out a couple more items that really stood out to me as positive selling points of 

this software. While they are not new, I felt they are worth a mention for the benefit of 

prospective users. 

Slick Interactive Menu 
While the UI is intended to be simple, what is really interesting are the interactions with the 

interactive menu icon panel: it is best described as 'slick.' 

Each panel is composed of a single icon depicting (in some cases) numerous types of features 

(see figure 5). The best example of this is the 'Loads/Support' panel. A geometric shape is 

shown with visual references for support, torque, force, and pressure being applied to it. As we 

move the cursor about the shape, each feature is highlighted individually. I found this to be a 

good use of space and at the same time a very easy to understand method of interaction. 

 

Figure 5: The interactive UI menu panels 

With a small amount of investigation, I think most experienced analysts and engineers would 

come to understand the features without need for further instruction on this part of the interface. 

Optimized Model Shapes and Integration 
Components are well organized in Inspire. Selecting these from various areas of the UI permits 

additional action through intuitive contextual options. This makes learning the software much 

easier, and using it more comfortable. 

Natural Frequency in Optimizations 
Not only can component stiffness and mass reduction be specified as the target optimization 

criteria, the natural frequencies can be considered in the process (see figure 6). This is included 

with a check box in the Optimization run dialog box. 
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Figure 6: Natural frequencies included in the optimization process 

Simple Interpretation of Features 
Inspire appears to have a very good understanding of the geometries in the model. This seems 

to be the root of the success of the simplification tools, and this benefit is handed off to the load 

applications, connectors, and translation of parts as well. This makes applying remote 

concentrated masses and loads quite simple: pick a surface and the software automatically 

applies the load or connector appropriately. 

Conclusion 

I waited a long time to get to use this software update, and I am pleased with the new functions. 

Using Inspire is enjoyable: the UI is streamlined and functional; visualizations were well 

prepared; the results are useful. Moreover, the 2014 release brings true enhancements to the 

model setup and results verification. 

While I did experience some difficulties with model exports with complex shapes, the 2014 

release brings valuable improvements in 'real-world' optimization and product development. 

As this is my first hands-on encounter with Inspire, I can't envision using the software without 

this release's enhancements. If you are waiting for a good price-to-value ratio before investing in 

Inspire, this may very well be the release for you. 

Additional Information 
http://solidthinking.com/inspire2014.html 
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